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DIMENSIONS MATERIALS

ACOUSTIC PENDANT

H270 x Dia 800mm Recycled PET EcoPanel LED Oyster light 
with onboard driver

TRADE PRICE $1045.00 + GST

LIGHT SOURCE

ACUMA

    





    

DIMENSIONS MATERIALS

PENDANT

H410 x W200 x D125 Powder coated aluminium E27 LED bulb with  
s/steel suspension kit 

TRADE PRICE $425.00 + GST

LIGHT SOURCE

SHROUD





    

DIMENSIONS MATERIALS

FLOOR LAMP

H1410 x W200 x D120 Powder coated aluminium LED strip with onboard 
driver and cordline switch

TRADE PRICE $890.00 + GST

LIGHT SOURCE

SHROUD





    

DIMENSIONS MATERIALS

TABLE LAMP

H380 x W190 x D120 Powder coated aluminium E27 LED bulb 
with cordline switch

TRADE PRICE $405.00 + GST

SHROUD

LIGHT SOURCE





    

DIMENSIONS MATERIALS

ACOUSTIC PENDANT

L1500 x H300 x D100 Recycled PET felt, 
powder coated steel 
with s/steel suspension kit

LED strip with onboard driver
and s/steel suspension kit

TRADE PRICE $1505.00 + GST

LIGHT SOURCE

TRUSS

Our Truss pendant is a unique and striking feature light suited to corporate, breakout and 
residential spaces.

Inspired by industrial architecture and structural engineering, our Truss pendant is available 
in a large range of colours combined with a choice of three material options to suit any 
project or environment..





    

DIMENSIONS MATERIALS

TIMBER PENDANT.

L1500 x H300 x D100 Walnut veneer, 
powder coated steel 
with s/steel suspension kit

LED strip with onboard driver
and s/steel suspension kit

TRADE PRICE $1505.00 + GST

LIGHT SOURCE

TRUSS

Our Truss pendant is a unique and striking feature light suited to corporate, breakout and 
residential spaces.

Inspired by industrial architecture and structural engineering, our Truss collection is available 
in a large range of colours combined with a choice of three material options to suit any 
project or environment..





    

DIMENSIONS MATERIALS

FLOOR LAMP

L1500 x H300 x D100 Walnut veneer or acrylic, 
powder coated steel 

LED strip with onboard 
driver and cordline switch

TRADE PRICE $1465.00 + GST

LIGHT SOURCE

TRUSS





    

DIMENSIONS MATERIALS

TABLE LAMP

H400 x W200 x D80 Walnut veneer or acrylic, 
powder coated steel 

LED strip with onboard 
driver and cordline switch

TRADE PRICE $505.00 + GST

LIGHT SOURCE

TRUSS

Our Truss table lamp is a unique and striking feature light suited to corporate, breakout and 
residential spaces.

Inspired by industrial architecture and structural engineering, our Truss collection is available 
in a large range of colours combined with a choice of three material options to suit any 
project or environment..







Factory 8, 442 Geelong Rd. 
West Footscray 3013

Contact: Kain Lucas
Ph: 0417562250

E: info@baselle.com.au

www.baselle.com.au


